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INTRODUCTION 

Two models that would assist forest managers to better 
undcrstandmixcdwoodstar,ddevclopmcnt,andtoprovide 

an aid in planning thinning prescriptions arc the dens, y 

management diagram (DMD) and the s.ze-dcnsity 
surface model. This instructional booklet describe* the* 

construction and interpretation. 

The DMD is an age independent, average stand mortality 
model that predicts the structural development of M 
stockednaturalstands.ThismodclhasbcenusedprevK.usly 

for mixed-species stands, although it is bettor known lor 
even-aged, single-species stands where the maximum 

plant sL^lensIty relationship is based on the -3 2 power 
ule (or law) of self-thinning. This concept has been 
expanded in the surface model to enable muluspcc.es 
stand development and interspecific competition W be 
followed The surface model illustrates the relationship 
hctweenplantsi/canddensityforallpossiblccombmations 

of two dominant tree species within a stand. 

METHODS 

Database 

Five data sources were used to construct a representative 
mixedwood database for boreal Ontario. Data for four of 
the sources came from permanent sample plots containing 

remeasuremeni data. These are commonly known as the 
American Can (James River-Marathon Ltd.), Bo.se-
CascadcfnowknownasStonc-ConsolidatcdCorporaUon), 

Kimberly-C!ark(ofCanadaLtd.),andSpniccFalls Power 

andPaperCompaay LnL)d>ia sets. TheOntario Ministry 
of Natural Resources (OMNR) provided access to data 
from temporary sample plots located in the Geraldton 

region of northwestern Ontario. 

As all five data sets varied in structure, a different method 
of assembly was required for each. All stems with a 
diameter equal to or greater than 2.54 cm were used. 
Where required, height values were estimated usmg a 
modified Chapman-Richard's function and total stem 

volume values were estimated using the standard volume 
equationsofHonere,a!.(1983). All analyses were under 

taken using SAS1 software. The main characteristics of 
each data set arc summarized in Table 1. 

Species 

The main species considered in this study were balsam fir 
(Abies balsama [LJ Mill.), blaek spruce (Picea mriana 
[Mill ] B S P.), jack pine (Pirns banksima Lamb.), and 
trembling aspen {Pcpulus tremuloides Michx.). Addi 
tional species used to construct one of the surface model 
standtypesindudcdthesofiwoods:cedar(77ny^cn^,-

lalis L ) larch (Larix iarcima [Du Roi] K. Koch), and 
white spruce {Picea glauca [Moench] Voss). and the 
hardwoods: balsam poplar (Populus balmmifera L.) and 
while birch {Beutla papyifera Marsh). Hereafter, balsam 

fir black spruce, jack pine, and trembling aspen will be 
referred to as fir, spruce, pine, and aspen, respectively. 

Stand Types 

Density management diagram stand types 

Stand density management diagrams were developed for 
six mixedwood stand types. These were further divided 
into pine-spruce and pine-aspen-spruce, and three stand 
structures for each stand type were used. Structures, based 
on three different species combinations (per stand type), 

were expressed as a percentage of the basal area lha. each 
species contributed to the stand. The three pine-spruce 

Table 1. Data set characteristics for five data sources 

Number of measurements 

'Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) Institute Inc., Cary, NC. 27513. 



structures were 25:75,50:50, and 75:25. The three aspen-

pine-spruce structures were 20:20:60, 30:30:40 and 

60:20:20. To ensure thai sufficient data were present for 
each stand lype an allowable range of ±5 percent was set 
for basal area values for all stand types. For example, the 
25:75 pme-sprucc stand structure represented a range of 
basal areas from 20 to 30 percent pine and from 70 to 80 
percent spruce. For any onestand thesum of the basal area 
values typically fell between 9O-100 percent of the total 
with lesser species making up [he difference. 

Surface model stand types 

Four mixed-species stand types were used. Threeof these 
were dominated by two species and ihe fourth was com 
prised of a multispecies mixture. The species mixtures 
were fir-spruce, pine-spruce, aspen-spruce, and pooled 
hardwood and pooled softwood species. Additional stand 
types were considered, for example fir-aspen and aspen-
white spruce, but these provided insufficient data for 
development of a model 

DMD MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

Theory 

The DMD is apowerful age and (mostly) site independent 
natural mortality model. Ample empirical evidenceexis.s 
lo support a general relationship between plant size and 

density lor fully stocked stands undergoing intraspecific 
density-dependent morality (While 1981). Although this 
model has been used primarily for even-aged, single-
species stands, it has been extended to enable an 
investigation of mixed-species stands, 

Binkley(1984)usedtheDMDmodeltoexaminCDouglas-
Hr {Pseudotsuga mmziesii [Marb.] Franco)-red alder 
{Alms rubra Bong) stands in the northwestern United 
Stales and British Columbia. In addition, Sterba and 
Monserud (1993) produced a model for several species 
combinations using data sets from northern Idaho and 
northwestern Montana. In thisc.se, the numberofspecies 
wiihm Ihe stands ranged from two to eight. Another 

exampleoftheinultispeeieaDMD approach, usingspecies-
averaged parameters, was published by Kohyama (1992) 

The simulated tree densiiy-mean Iree size trajectories 
given for three warm temperate species in a multispecies 
stand were similar to those reported for even-aged 
monocultures. Furthermore, ,he upper boundary of the 

Size-density trajectories did not change when recruitment 
from seedimgs was taken into account. In a simulation of 
a miil.ispccics system they showed the same density-size 
dynamics in terms of total yield as did a species-averaged 
System, but not in terms of each species cohort 

The DMD is based on the plant size-to-density relation-
p. The best expression that relates these variables is the 

following equation: 

v = Kp« f|) 

where: v = mean plant si/c; 
a, K = constants; and 

p = stand density. 

Using log transformed axes and assuming the theoretical 
Mope of -1.5, the equation can be rewritten as: 

12] 
ln(v) = K- l.5xln(p) 

where: In = natural logarithm; and 
K. = y intercept. 

This equation relates Ihe reciprocal changes in density to 

hww J°Tmly kn0W" " lhc "3/2 P°wcr nd/(or 
(1981), and others who support the rule, is that theeouation 
represent, only a very general relationship. For those lint 

W «* DMD mode, and accept that it is an avera e ", d 
level model where local variations are to be expected it is 
regarded as one of the most useful tools available to the 
forester for making decisions about stand density 
(Puettmannetal. 1993). J 

Construction 

Data were first plotted in a scattergram using the DMD 

r«nna,,,.e plan.sizevariahle(n,ean,otaltreevolume)on 
the dependent axis (y-axis) and stand density on the 
independent axis (x-axis), as shown in Figure la The 
negatively correlated relationship between plant size and 
density becomes apparent after the axes are transformed 

usuignatural logarithms (Fig. lb).Byjoining,l,ebaseline 
and subsequent remeasuremem data for each stand to 
create separate stand development trajectories, the self-
hmmng nature of stand development becomes apparent 
(rig, Ic). 

To fit the maximum size-density line a subset of the data 
was used. Density data were logarithmically transformed 
and sorted into density classes of 0.1 stems per hectare 
Within each density class the maximum total stem volume 
was determined with species-independent values 

tqua,,on2wasthencalibratedusing,hereduceddataseV 
The model therefore defines the maximum upper bound 
ary or any combination of plant size and density This 

model, known as the ■'biological" maximum size-density 

hne,wasassignedarelaiivedensity(r.d.)ofl.OO(Fig.ldi 
Three additional and parallel lines were .hen fitted- the 
mortality initiation (r.d. = 0.55), the maximum stand 
production initiation (r.d. * 0.40), and the crown closure 
lines (r.d. = 0.15). The relative density values were taken 
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irom Langsacter f 1941) and were not determined empiri 
cally here. The /one between [he maximum size-density 
and mortality initiation lines is known as the Zone of 

Imminenl Competition Mortality (ZIClvI). The /one 
between the mortality initiation and maximum stand 
production initiation lines is knownastheZoneofOpUmum 
Density Management (ZODM), 

SURFACE MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

Theory 

Size-density surface models have appeared sporadically 
in (he literature over thelastdecade.McFadden and Oliver 
(1988) provided an example of a generic model for single 

forest ircespecics by relatingstandage, density, and mc"an 
plan! size. A rigorous mathematical treatment for models 
ol [his type was provided by Burrows (1991). Watkinson 

(1985) employed a different format to model two herba 
ceous species and used (he surface model to relate density 
and size using densities for both species as independent 
axes and plant size as the dependent variable. 

Age is not required to fit the surface model, and in mixed-
speeies stands it can be difficult to determine. The surface 

modclsdiscussed in this paper relate density, tree size, and 
speeies composition. This format is a extension of the 

DMD model, and was first reported by Puettmann el al 
(1992). These authors examined mortality in pure and 
mixed stands of Douglas-fir and red alder. The species 

composition variable defined hy one of the independent 
axes is somewhat unusual. This axiscomprises [wo juxta 
posed linear axes that represent the varying proportions of 
two species within a stand, with each axis having an 

opposite trajectory to the other. The scale represents the 

percentage (0-100) that each species contributes to the 

total stand basal area. The surface models reported here 
differ from the Puettmann el al. (1992) format in that the 
plant size variable is mean iota! tree volume and not 
quadratic mean diameter. 

Construction 

For each stand type three separate data sets characterized 
the full range of stand conditions: 

1. Species A - pure stand 
2. Species B - pure stand 

3. Species A, B - mixed stand 

Table 2 summarizes the data for pure and mixed stands of 
black spruce and jack pine. 

For pure stands, a lower limit of 80 percent was set as the 
minimum basal area contribution of the dominant species 

tothetotal basal area fbrthestand. Inaddi.ion, manyoflhe 
siandsmthiss.udyhadaminorproportionofotherspecie, 
present «20 percent of the total), but they were noi 

considered tohaveasigniricaminriuenccon standdcvelop-
menLPormixedstands.boihspecieshadtobcpreseniand 
theirbiLsal areas whencombined were recjuircdtocons.iime 
more [ban 80 percent of the total plot basal area The 
contribution of each species ranged from 20 to 80 percent 
or the total. These data sets, when combined, covered the 
lull range of potential stand conditions that could exist in 
that particular stand type, and were based as a percent 
01 the basal area that each species contributed to the loial 
stand basal area. 

The data from the three data sets were then combined and 
a density-species composition matrix was created based 
on density class (100 stems per hectare intervals) and 

species composition (5pcrccrit basal arcainicrvals) Within 
each cell of the matrix the species-independent maximum 
total stem volume was determined. A scatlcrgram of this 
reduced data set for pine-spruce stands is shown in 
Figure 2a. The size-density surface model was then fitted 
lismgadistance weighted least squares algorithm (Fig 2b) 
and the direction of stand development is shown in 
Figure 2c. Gach patch of the surface required a weighted 

quadralicmultiplc regression on all the points. Thismcihod 
produces a locally weighted three-dimensional surface 
using an algorithm after McLain (1974). Unlike linear or 
low order polynomial smoothing, however, the surface is 
allowed to ilex locally to better fit thedata. The amount of 
flex ol the surface is controlled by a tension parameter that 
18 related inversely to the number of data observations 

Table 2. Data for pure and mixed stands of black spruce ant 

Black spruce Mixed 

Number of stands §4 
Number of measurements 5^4 

Density (stems ha"') 247-9 909 
Basal area (percentage of total) 81-100 

451 

1936 

103-7 057 

20-79 

Themaximumsize^lcnsitylineoftheDMDisequivalent 
totheslopeofthesize-densitysurfacemodel.Thcsurface 

therefore represents the maximum 

size-density relationship only. The 
jack pmc. relationship between the DMD and 

jack pin " lhc surface model is shown in 
!__ Figure 3. 

592 

1 273 

103-9 612 

81-100 
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INTERPRETING THE MODELS 

Example 1. A thinning prescription to modify 
the species composition within a stand 

Pukkala eta). (1994) reported in a Finnish sludy thai yields 
from mixed stands of Scots pine (Pimis sylvestris L} and 
Norway spruce (Picec abies [L.] Karat.) could be higher 
ihan Irom pure slands of either species. This favorable 
result was due to good management practices based on an 

understanding of stand dynamics. In this case, pine was 
actively encouraged a. the beginning of ihe rotation and 
ihe proportion of spruce was gradually increased as the 
•stand developed. The yield of timber from the entire 
rotanon was shown to be greater than from comparable 

sites where either of the species was dominant These 
authors did point out, however, that such a resuli was 
typically achievable on sites were neither species was 
clearly superior over the other. The theoretical basis for 
such a result probably lies in niche theory. 

Size-density 

surface model 

Density management diagrams 
_(a)75pine:2 i spruce (b) 25 pine.75 spruce 

Maximum size-densityline 

Direction of stand 

development 

• = Black spruce 

X = Jack pine Region of pure 

pine stands 

Region ofpure 

spruce stands 

6 



Kelty{ 1992) suggested a potential productivity ad vantage 

if two or more species are present ai the same site, as they 

inusl use resources differently if they are to coexist. If this 

is i ndeed the case then resources are used more completely 

and yields can be expected to he greater than if the site was 

dominated by a single species. Given the findings from the 

Finnish study it would be desirable to known if a.similar 

outcome could be achieved in one or more mixedwood 

stand types in Ontario. 

The following hypothetical example is offered using a 

pine-spruce stand, perhaps the simplest case to illustrate 

the utility of the surface as once pine and spruce have 

become established the relative basal areas of both species 

remain somewhat constant throughout the development 

of the stand (V. Smith, pere. comm). 

Two potential stand development scenarios have been 

plotted on the pine-spruce DMD (Fig. 4). Considers stand 

in which there is a 75:25 pine-spruce mixture (Fig. 4a). 

One potential trajectory of stand development is shown by 

the ADCFpathway. However, it has been decided that the 

stand structure found in a mature 25:75 pine-spruce stand 

is a more desirable habitat type. The forester is then 

requested to produce a plan that illustrates the potential 

stand structures for the starting and final stand conditions. 

In addition, a management scenario that would encourage 

[he development of the desired structure is also required. 

The forester decides to thin the 75:25 pine-spruce stand 

by removing 50 percent of the pine (by basal area). The 

residual stand would then have a 25:75 pine-spruce stand 

structure. 

The desired stand structure (25:75 pine-spruce) is shown 

in Figure 4b, and the target habitat zone (E) is identified. 

Note in the mature 25:75 pine-spruce stand that pine is the 

larger sized tree, although it represents only 25 percent of 

the basal areaoflhcsiand. The standdevelopmenl pathway 

CCL MIL MSDL Target zone 
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(a) 75jackpine:25 black spruce (b) 25 jack pine: 75 black spruce 

Figure 4. Density management diagrams for black spruce-jack pine stands with basal area ratios of 75:25 

jpine.spruce, Fig. 4fa)j and 25:75 jpine.spruce. Fig. 4(b)j. Shown are data for spruce (•) and pine <+). Three parallel 

models are shown: MSDL (maximum size-density line), MIL (mortality initiation line), and CCL (crown closure line). 

Figure 4(a) shows the trajectory of stand development from stand establishment (A), to the beginning of density-

dependent mortality (B), to the stage when a thinning is undertaken (C). If there is no thinning then the stand will grow 

to (F). Figure 4(b) shows the path of the entire trajectory from stand establishment to the target zone (shaded zone, E). 

CD represents a thinning. The solid lines indicate that the trajectory remains within a stand type, and the dashed lines 

indicate the trajectory within the 75:25 pine-spruce stand type (cL trajectories in Fig. 5). 



illustrating this management scenario is shown by ihc 

ABCDE pathway (Fig. 4b). The ABC pathway is (he same 

as in Figure 4a, and the thinning treatment is shown by CD. 

Following the thinning the stand will likely develop 

naturally along the DE pathway. 

The same pathway is also shown on the surface model 

(Fig. 5). The juvenile stage of stand development (A) is 

not represented on the surface. Il can be assumed that there 

is no competition for resources until the stand reaches <B), 

when competition-induced mortality commences. 

As time progresses less competitive and usually smaller 

sized individuals succumb, and mean tree size increases 

while density decreases. If there was no silvicultural 

intervention the path of stand development would most 

likely follow the ABCF trajectory, i.e., basal arcit 

proportions remain relatively the same throughout the 

development of the stand. 

In addition to plotting potential trajectories of stand 

development, maximum stand volume and basal area 

estimates can be calculated for each stage of stand 

Path of natura! 

stand 

development 

" MS 

Figure 5. Size-density surface model for a black spruce-jack pine stand type. Following establishment (A) with a 75:25 

pine.spruce mixture (ratios are percentages of total stand basal area), the stand commences density-dependent 

mortality (B), and following a period of growth two options are considered at (C). Scenario I: leave the stand 

unattended, thereby allowing it to develop along the ABCF pathway. Scenario 2: undertake a thinning whereby half 

of the pine is removed (CD). The stand now reflects a 25:75 pine.sprtice species mixture and develops toward a 

predetermined target zone (DE) (ef. trajectories in Fig. 4). 



development. Furthermore, if a series of up to nine 

DMD's are included in the development of a management 

plan, for example 10:90, 20:80...90:10 (values are basal 

area percentages by stand), then stand structure 

information could also be determined. 

Example 2. Prediction of the development of 

stand structure in a multispecies stand 

The pine-spruce stand type is a good starting point to 

introduce the concept of the size-density surface model 

and to illustrate the trajectories of stand development. 

This is due tu ihe relative species stability within this stand 

type; therefore trajectories can be plotted with some 

degree of confidence. However, for other mixedwood 

stand types in boreal Ontario the ability to plot trajectories, 

or predict stand development, is more complicated. This 

is due to the successicmal changes that many stand types 

undergo during their development. Far example, consider 

the three trajectories plotted on the surface model of 

Figure 6. 

Aspen is a common boreal species found in Ontario's 

mixedwood forests. Typically, aspen dominates the early 

Stages of stand growth and then gives way to one or more 

softwood species during thesuccessional development of 

the stand. Figure 6 io generic surface model for Species X 

and Species Y. For comparative purposes the ABCD 

trajectory is similar to the one [hat would be expected in a 

pine-spruce stand type, as is the thinning treatment (CH) 

thai is applied for the ABCEF pathway. Now consider thai 

the site favors the development of aspen and either pine or 

spruce. Aspen grows quickly, establishes itself as the early 

dominant species, and suppresses the early growth of pine 

and spruce. As Ihe aspen eventually dies out, thereby 

releasing the other two species, its dominance in the stand 

decreases. Then, either pine or pine and then spruce 

become the dominant species as the stand matures. This 

being the case, the ARG pathway is Ihe likely path of 

stand development; with Species X in this case being 

aspen, and Species Y being pine and/or spruce. 

These simplified examples illustrate the ulilily of the 

density dependent mortality models presented here, but 

field testing is required. It is likely that the size-density 

surface model will be used in conjunction with the DMD. 

Other models may also be included at ihe discretion of 

forest and wildlife habitat managers; for example, use of 

an appropriate stand growth model so that volumes can be 

estimated with some degree of confidence. Forest and 

wildlife habitat managers will then have a powerful set of 

tools that will allow them to work toward developing 

successful management strategics for ihe boreal 

mixedwoods of northern Ontario. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The maximum size-density relationships reported here 

for mixedwood stands were developed by combining data 

forpure and mixed siands. The DMD shows the potential 

development of stand structure to the maximum size-

density line. The surface model illustrates the maximum 

size-density relationship between the species and 

represents (he full range of potential species distributions 

within a stand. Furthermore, the surface model 

acknowledges the fact that the proportion of ihe species 

in mixed-species populations changes throughout 

development of the stand. 

The size-densiiy surface model differs from the si/.c-

density line of Ihe DMD in interpretation. The size-

density trajectory for pure-spccies stands not only yields 

the maximum size-density trajectory or maximum size-

density line, but also predicts the development of the siand 

toward ihis maximum. In mixed-species populations, 

however, ihe size-density relaiionship alone cannot pre 

dict ihe development hclow and along the self-thinning 

surface. For bnih pure- and mixed-species stands ihe 

development and dynamics of individual stands may vary 

with populations and environmental conditions, even 

though the initial species proportions may be similar. 

The construction and interpretation of the size-densiiy 

models of stand development require some effort on the 

part of ihe intended user before their utility can be 

appreciated. The DMD predicts the development of ihe 

stand from establishment, whereas only the maximum 

size-density relationship can be interpreted from the size-

densiiy surface. Both model types are average stand level 

models, and as aconscqucnce discrepancies for individual 

stands arc to he expected. 

The potential utility of the size-density surface and DMD 

models was shown and examples were provided lo demon 

strate their usefulness for forest and wildlife habiiat 

managers. 
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Species composition 

remains constant 

Figure 6. Potential stand development scenarios using a generic size-density surface model. The stand is dominated 

by two species, X and Y. Three stand development scenarios are shown. The stand established (A) with ft 75 X:25 Y 

species mixture (rations are percentages of total stand basal area). Density-dependent mortality commences (H} as 

competition for resources between individuals increases. Scenario 1: the stand contains codominant species and the 

relative basal areas remain constant throughout the life of the stand, as found in the black spruce and jack pine stand 

type. The stand develops along ihe ABCD pathway. Scenario 2. a thinning in undertaken at C to reduce the content of 

Species X and increase the proportion of Species Yfrom 75X:25Y\o 55X:45Y. The stand would then develop along the 

ABCEF pathway, for example removing pine to encourage spruce. Scenario 3: Species X is the early successional 

dominant thai eventually becomes replaced by Species Y as the stand develops toward maturity. The stand would then 

develop along the ABG pathway, for example trembling aspen replaced by black spruce in an aspen-spruce stand type. 
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